Verslag CCG vs VOC
Wisdom means, experience and knowledge together with the power of applying
them critically and practically with sagacity prudence&common sense.
It is impossible to defeats ignorant with arguments. He went for that short
boundary: it’s a seductive boundary. He hit it quite well but didn’t quite time it.
The big hand of D.Rijkee, just like a cherry fell in the basket. We all took a sigh of
relief. If Bob stayed in crease few more overs the sights would be quite different,
his cruel assault begins with glories boundary and then delightful sixes were mindblowing inning he played. He turnaround the fortune fluent 48 runs, He took the
bold approach to play the shots which are not written in coaching book of cricket,
but very effective and marvelous timing to anticipate the ball, it was cracking and
the classic thrilling movies “Alfred Hitchcock”’s thrillers, Sometimes people get
the inexplicable feeling that something bad is going to happen. No doubt, in action
he has almost killed the Sc Osborn, but alas, the excitement and thrill were soon
over H. Mir is very clever bowler he gave him half wooly his temptation has no
option to hit in the long mid-off region where our Giant man stands with big hands.
It was the end of the Alford Hitchcock ’s thriller. Of course, we all enjoyed the
fascinated moments of Bob’s inning. But the threatening inning was played Mr. A.
Slangen 79 run undefeated, that was the exceptional inning but unfortunately, it
was losing side. their young gladiator R van Ierschot built a reasonable 27 but soon
he loos his temperament
It was gorgeous weather, presence of oxygen in the air for a player to breath, Same
the water is the second element to live human or survive on the planet. I enjoyed
drinking water under the golden sun.
K.Rijk and Sajjad,
They launch the campaign with majestic manners, if you are mentally strong you
play a crucial time to chasing the total 217 runs, they put 101 runs. It was the sound
foundations to seal the victory. ironically they got clean bowled by identical
delivers by van der Sluis, they both make the technical mistake they went back foot
to play but they both too late and gave them easy wickets. Amazingly our keeper
has a fine trajectory to have 2 marvelous catches.
H.Mir
As usual, H.Mir exhibited remarkable display the winning inning with smooth way.
His 49 again proved that he is a genius (exceptional Intellectual). His whole game
planing is singles As legendary Captain and psychologist Micke Barley said,

architecting the best inning is singles, it shows his mental status how to frustrate the
opposition, it is also the demoralized the bowler who has no strategy or knowledge
to read the tacts of batsman, When I was captain of HCC 3 he was my deputy
(vice-captain) his cricket brain always helps me to take correct decision not only
decision he knows what kind of bowler needed to achieve the result and he was
always right. Bowling department he is always very accurate, he kept the fielding
off-side region in order to keep slow run rate. Sajjad was also good he
manufactures only 47 run and 2 wickets well done. He took R van de Ierschot’s
king wicket
The great captain Ware de Vroe,
Once he said his 60th birthday when few minster and professors and climate
experts when devoted the plants to make Nederlands “Green” I was amazed that he
is tall VIP personality in the political arena too. I just know him an aggressive
cricketer, When he pronounced the famous phrase of Greek Philosopher Socrates,
"Force without wisdom falls of its own weight. That shows his political wisdom
also”. Later the analysis of our opposition VOC has no clear strategy and no
maneuvering in the fielding department.
Picnic time,
Chaudhry has again arranged the lavish picnic, Collecting €230. Lunch € 55— 175
beer after that M Davidson paid 25 extra to the jug and Victor the great paid extra
50€ to orders 4 jugs. There was a big dinner, they offer us also a lot of Barbecues. I
think that was the glorious day and we enjoyed properly.
As someone said, Judge nothing, you will be happy. Forgive everything you will be
happier. Love everything, you will be happiest. In contemporary time, all human
try to search happiness just play cricket, because 2 Billion humanity is playing
cricket.

